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The standard stellar model of the aun, that of BAHCALL [11, predicts the
neutrino flux and energy spectrum emitted by the hot interior core where
energy production occurs. It is believed that neutrinos provide the only
means of observing the thermonuclear region of the sun. An experiment by
DAVIS ej. &l, [21 to measure the flux due to one of th« high-energy neutrino
sources (due to ^B) uses the reaction ^Cl("J.e~)^ At in a radiochemical
method. The standard model predicts that the flux of °B neutrinos on Lhe
earth is about 6 x 10^ cm~^ s~*. The more energetic neutrinos can interact
via ^7Cl(\),e~)^^Atr, producing a favorable atom for decay counting with
Tl/2 - 35 days. Another important feature of ''Ar is that it is a noble
gas, thus a few atoms nan be recovered from tons of a chlorine-rich target
for radiochemical experiments. A large tank was installed in the Homestake
Gold Mine and was filled with 61S tons of C2CI4, in anticipation of about
1.5 events per day, based on standard model predictions; however, the
observed capture rate was only 0.4 events per day, in serious disagreement.

Se eral ingenious solutions have been offered for the solar neutrino
problem - a defect in the solar model, the appearance of a new type of
neutrino physics, the sun is no longer burning, etc. The range of these
proffered solutions stresses the need for a new experiment to study the sun.
The modern pulsed laser now makes possible a new solar neutrino test which
examines an independent neutrino source in the sun. A recently proposed [31
experiment would use the reaction °*Br (V, e~)^Kr to measure the flux of 'Be
neutrinos from the sun. When ^Be decays by electron capture to make ^Li, a
neutrino is emitted at 0.862 MeV and the flux of these on the earth is about
4 x 10^ cm~2 s~lr according to the standard model. Therefore, an experiment
based on °*Br(V. e") ̂ K r which is sensitive to these lower energy neutrinos
would be of fundamental importance. 1o first order, the chlorine experiment
detects the °B neutrinos while bromine detects the much more abundant ^Be
neutrino source. In practice, the proposed bromine experiment would be very
similar to the chlorine radiochemical experiment, except that ^ K r with a
half-life of 2 x 1C^ years cannot be counted by decay methods. With an
experiment of about the same volume as the chlorine experiment (380 m^)
filled with CH2Br2, the model predicts about 2 atoms of "Kr per day. The
bromine experiment depends entirely on the RIS method, implemented with
pulsed lasers, for its success.
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The importance attached to sensitive detection of noble gas atoms
prompted the development of suitable laser schemes for the resonance
ionization of xenon [4] and krypton [5] and has suggested a method for argon
[6]. The RIS schemes developed to date for the noble gases have not been
isotopically selective, hence our plan was to have Z-selection with RIS and
to add A-selection with a mass spectrometer. In the Maxwell demon concept
[7] (see Fig. 1), atoms meeting both Z- and A-selection are accelerated to
an. energy which implants ions (e.g., ^^Kr+) into a solid target snch as
silicon. Each atom can be counted by detecting secondary electrons - and
only once because the implanted atoms stay in the target. The sorting and
counting process continues until all of the atoms are counted. Figure 2
shows results for the case of about 1000 atoms of ^Kr, Bnd we take such
results as proof that the present Maxwell demon is sensitive enough for the
bromine experiment.

Fig. 1. Experimental schematic of "Maxell's demon'

Fig. 2. Data obtained on a
««Pl- of 1000 etoas of 81Kr
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Samples of 8*Kr removed by helium purge of the Urge tank could have
contributions due to cosmic rays, i.e., nuoa-induced proton production
followed by (p,n) reactions. For this reason the bromine experiment must be
located underground. Another background which could play a role in RIS
counting but not ia decay counting is caused by adjacent isotopes. Thus,
suppose the ratio 82K.r/8iKr greatly exceeded the rejection ratio of the mass
spectrometer tuned to 8*Kr. Some false counts would be recorded in the
mass-81 channel. In terms of the bromine solar neutrino experiment, this
means that atmospheric krypton due to leaks or outgassing must be
controlled. However. some of M\ese problems can be dealt with in the the
demon itself * Suppose the rejection ratio for 82Kr when tuned to ^Kr is
104; then a 10% error would be encountered for 10^ atoms of 82Kr when the
level of 81Kr is 1()3. By laser annealing of the target (using a single
pulse of a suitable excimer laser), nearly all of the krypton atoms srill be
returned to the gas phase and a repeat of the RIS counting would give
another factor of 104 isotopic enrichmr <t. Thus, 82Kr at a level of about
10*0 atoms would be acceptable. Space charge limits the number of atoms
which can be ionized ii. one laser pulse without affecting ion optics to
about 10*; therefore, for larger samples of 82Kr n js advisable to do an
external isotopic enrichment [8] before introducing the sample to the demon.
Presently [9], it is found that a purge of the neutrino tank at Domestake
(filled with C2CI4) yields about 5 x 1012 atoms of 82Kr. In Fig. 3 we show
a mass scan of a krypton sample removed from a well in Switzerland [10]„
after having been enriched with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. Clearly,
the *Kr peak can be resolved even without the final stage of enrichment
laser annealing of the silicon target. Initially, the sample had abo.it
1.5 x 10^ atoms of 81Kr and more than 10*4 atoms of 82Kr, a more demanding
isotope ratio than expected in the solir neutrino experiment.

Fig. 3. Mass scan of the
krypton sample removed from a
well in Switzerland lad
isotopically enricncu with a
quadrupole mass spectrometer



RIS counting of 81Kr atoms makes possible a solar neutrino experiment
using 81Br a s a target to measure the abundant ^Be source in the sun. The
same detector (^Kr) i s a l so useful for groundwater hydrology s tudies , for
ice-cap dating, and for the study of meteori tes .

This research was sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Physics, D.S.
Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.
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Counts Per 200 Laser Pulses After Annealing Si Target
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